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How to achieve a conceptual understanding of a 

work and comprehensively analyze a literary text?
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1. Do you have difficulty analyzing a literary text?
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2. What from do you start an analysis of a literary work?
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3. Do you use terminology when analyzing a literary work?
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• https://prezi.com/p/-4teesopj671/taxonomy-
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Essay based on 2 works 

EE DP

I. Turgenev “Fathers and Sons”, Grade 10

https://prezi.com/p/kovajgcdn8wj/
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Results:

The proposed online taxonomy of the concept of literary work will allow 

the teacher to achieve educational goals on the lessons:

 Conceptual learning

 Visualization

 Terminology

 Taxonomy editing and online sharing

 Assessment teaching

 The accumulation of joint knowledge during the unit

 Review of material passed (test week, exams)



For student:

 Participation in process of cognition

 Terms understanding and using them correctly

 Links of analysis levels

 Individual author's picture of the world

 Essay, literary text analysis, argumentative answer



Results:  

 Critical thinking skills

 Creative thinking skills

 Transfer skills

Context 63%
author 
biography 18%

Location Features 8%

Criticism 9%
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2. What from do you start an analysis of a literary 

work?



Thank you for your attention!
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